


 

MARCH 2015 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the March issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

This month has flown by for me, not sure why, but as my ‘free’ time comes to as close it staggers me how fast 

the last four months have gone by.  By the time you read this I will have started my new job and therefore my 

luxurious amounts of free time will have more or less disappeared!   

When balancing work and family life, modelling time is always at a premium, so as I adjust to a new regime 

and hours, it’ll be interesting to see how I can still fit in the hobby, if at all. The last time I worked irregular 

hours was 1997 and back then I’d only just got back into the hobby. Then I had just a tool box in the corner of 

the living room and would work on the coffee table and leave my in-progress model with the tools.  I managed 

to complete around 3 models a year.  I now have a complete room with everything a modeller needs to create, 

so I have no excuse. ….Just watch me find one!! 

The club attended their first show at RNAS Yeovilton a few weeks ago and I’m pleased to report that we 

bagged a third place ‘best table’ finish – our first at this show and only our second table award to my 

knowledge. The table did look great and despite Tony (with his tongue firmly in his cheek) suggesting that we’d 

have won if his models had been on the table (!!) I think we can be proud of what we’ve achieved to get us this 

far. A full report on the show can be found further along in this issue. 

The clubs unofficial theme for this year is ‘education’.  We are planning a number of how-to evenings based 

around the group build, but also some other subjects that have arisen in conversation. This month Tony will 

chair our AGM meeting at which we’ll discuss the club’s proposed plans in more detail for 2015, elect the 

committee and more importantly provide a platform for the members to express what they’d like to see 

happening in the club, at club nights or how we even tackle the show displays.  Suggestions are always 

welcome and any good idea will be considered.   

See you all Wednesday night. 

Paul 

Club President 

 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

SHROPSHIRE SCALE MODEL SHOW – APRIL 12TH   

We have received confirmation that we secured a table at the Shropshire Model Show. This will be our first 

outing to this show at the RAF Museum Cosford which I sure will be a great day out. Our 12 ft table is located 

in hall 1 by the Pembroke. 

We are close to the Little Cars trade stand so we can expect plenty of visitors to the table despite it being in 

the far corner of the hall. We will arrange car sharing nearer the event for anybody who wishes to attend.  

Note : parking charges apply.  

For further details see http://shropmodels.org.uk/index_files/Page698.htm 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

At our next meeting we will hold our AGM as required by are membership of the IPMS.  

We would expect that business will not take more than 3/4 hour so we don’t interfere with the important 
business of chatting about modelling!  
 
If you have any ideas on improving the “club experience” please let us know on the night. 
 
Agenda  

 Election of club officials  

 Statement of Accounts  

 IPMS return  

 Club Activities 2015 

 Shows  

 Telford 2015  

 Competitions  

 Club night activities  

 Other outings  

 AOB 
 

ST GEORGE’S COMPETITION  

April’s meeting sees our bi annual St George competition, so if you haven’t got a qualifying model yet you had 
better get your skates on. To be eligible you just have to build a convincing argument that your model ( of any 
genre)  has some link to the theme – i.e. England ( also includes British , Scottish , Welsh and Irish subjects) .  
 

http://shropmodels.org.uk/index_files/Page698.htm
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RNAS YEOVILTON MODEL SHOW – FEBRUARY 21ST 
BY PAUL ADAMS  

There’s no doubt that one of the best model show’s in the country can be found at the Fleet Air Arm museum 

in spring’s early months and this year’s show proved no exception. 

Bright but chilly weather accompanied the drive up from Marchwood, through Salisbury and along the A303 

and with traffic seemingly quiet, we arrived in plenty of time for set up.  The car journey is always a useful time 

for modelling chat and Russell and I certainly can talk about that!! With 9 members displaying on the table the 

club was very well represented with the usual array of aircraft, armour, cars, bikes and diorama’s.  Of note this 

year was Dave Pogson’s excellent WWI model aircraft making their debut, some cracking bikes from Lee and 

Steve’s ‘museum condition’ armour. We are getting pretty slick at setting up the table these days, with 

everybody understanding the routine; the table was ready 30 minutes before opening.  A good time you’d 

have thought to grab a coffee and bacon sandwich until you saw the enormous queue in the café!! 

 

The Romsey Modellers 3
rd

 place display 24ft table – standing out from the crowd 

The south first big show of the year always attracts large visitor numbers and soon the museum was swamped 

with modellers and public (with kids in tow). It never ceases to amaze me of the stupidity that’s on public view 

at these events – I simply can’t imagine displaying without the guards as there were so many near misses from 

kids hands and parents bags, camera straps and clothing.  Not on our table of course as the force field did its 

job again!   
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Some images from the Romsey table 

 

Unusually, Airfix did not have a trade stand but did do a ‘make and take’. There were of course plenty of 

traders on hand and most members were seen with a few purchases, though I limited myself to some 

accessories for future projects and some small tools. I did however talk myself out of several other tempting 

kits!!    

   

   

   
Some images from around the tables and competition area…. 
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The competition area was a hive of activity during the day, with many superb works on show, I’m glad I wasn’t 

judging...crikey! There were some odd decisions made with some excellent work being overlooked. Richard got 

a deserved 3rd place for his ‘What if’ 1/48
th

 TSR2, and Russell a 3
rd

 for his diorama ‘Your taxi has arrived’ – that 

model should have got second. Barry Sharman won the ships category with his SMW winning Costal Salvage 

Vessel ‘Help’ and 3rd in vehicles with ‘Hendrickson Hulk’. Well done guys. Persistent Best in Show winner Andy 

Argent once again took home top honours with ‘Cycle of Life’, his second best in show in as many weeks….I 

know, wretched isn’t it!! 

Of course topping the day off nicely was the 3
rd

 place award for our table display. Richard was kind enough to 

collect our certificate, however we were unsure which clubs piped us for 2
nd

 and 1st. 

As good as we are at setting up, we’re even better a breaking down – I was home by 6pm, enough time for tea 

and then out to collect the Mrs’s from work!  It was a brilliant day out; fabulous company and some stunning 

models to see.   

 

ART GRAND PRIX MCLAREN MP4/12C GT3 PART 1  
BY PAUL ADAMS  

Fujimi’s GT3 car kits continue to be the topic of my latest build project – this one being the 2012 McLaren 

MP4/12c supercar.  Against the grid of Mercedes, BMW’s, Ferrari’s, Lamborghini’s, Bentley’s, Audi’s and 

Porsches, the McLaren has met moderate success, only in the revised aero packaged 2014 version did the pole 

positions and wins come, though the competition still lost out to the dominant Audi teams.   Some of those 

2014 wins came with the ART Grand Prix team, though in a different scheme than the one I’m building. My 

model will represent the livery the team ran during the 2012/13 seasons – in my view a livery that suits the 

lines of the car very well while remaining simple in its concept. 

  

The kit repeats Fujimi’s successful formula for these cars – bodyshell, chassis pan and cockpit tub. Very simple 

yet the completed model looks great. There is however the addition of an engine – not quite the entire thing, 

but a representation that is visible through the rear window. I’ll attempt to add some detail to it in the form of 

plumbing and some wires. 

I had purchased early in 2014 some upgrades for the kit. These were limited to a comprehensive etch set from 

Hobby Design and some new resin wheels from the same manufacturer. The decal set (24D-003) was from a 

French company, Pit Wall, whose decals I had yet to use. They generally specialise in sports car and rally car 

decals. Carbon Fibre decals will come courtesy of Racing Decals 43. I was so keen just after completing the SLS 

Mercedes that I started this project the next day. I always start with the bodyshell and this one was much 

simpler to get ready for test fitting to the chassis. The door sections glue into substantial lugs with Revell 

Contacta cement and then some vents to the rear radiators are affixed from the inside.  Immediately the 

beautiful shape was apparent and that was the bodyshell ready for clean up and fine tuning.  

I filled some gaps where the radiator vents had been glued in and remove traces of the sprue attachments 

underneath the shell. Next up was to remove the mould-in grills; one rear and three at the front. I cut these 

away with side cutters and the finely remove the final bits with sanding sticks and files.  
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The rear grill was cut off – those two 

remaining mounting holes will accept 

the chassis bracket later. 

The radiator vents are a 3 piece affair 

– glued in place here against the 

advice of the instructions. 

Gluing them in place early meant a 

tidier appearance after the paint has 

been applied. 

I was a little dubious at removing the rear grill as it helps an attachment to remain in place that attaches the 

body to the chassis, but after some thought, the remaining two mounting holes should be sufficient to hold 

the part in place. The discarded grills will be replace with etch items later. I drilled a hole in the roof for an 

aerial and drill holes in the wing mirror mounts to strengthen their bond later. The mirrors themselves have 

0.5mm pins attached which will aid spraying as well as mounting to the car. I also removed a moulded-in air 

jack from the rear which will be replaced by an excellent item from Hobby design. 

  

The roll cage is made up from 5 pieces that fit perfectly 

– it is a little fragile though. 

The chassis, tub and roll cage together – fit is very good. 

Note the engine representation. 
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The bodyshell is seen here test fitted to the chassis complete with cockpit tub, rollcage, and windscreen. Testing 

early on avoids fit issues later in the build.  

The bodyshell received a good rub down with 1500 grit wet and dry paper, washed and allowed to dry before 

it was primed with Halfords white plastic primer. It was a new can but the paint when on terrible, very rough 

with some areas cracking. I figured there was some contamination on the plastic – from where I couldn’t work 

out, but another sanding with 1500 grit paper and another wash seemed to cure the problem.  

I have recently purchased a new Sparmax airbrush compressor (using my eBay sales money) and I was keen to 

use it. I airbrushed three coats of Zero brilliant white which dried to a superb satin sheen just as it should.  

The next day I shot three coats of clearcoat using my tried and trusted can of Jawel acrylic gloss – the can I had 

of Lechler HS hardener was 12 months old and I think this contributed to the texture I got in the clear as it 

dried.  

After two days of drying the clear was sanded with 3000 grit Micromesh and polished with Mer ready for decal 

application. 

The Pit Wall decals come with a superb colour location sheet detailing the markings for the car during the 2012 

Blancpain race at Paul Ricard. I found it very hard to find any reference photos of the car for this race and had 

to use other race data to accurately determine that the Paul Ricard markings were good. The decals were so 

good that I completed the livery in around 3 hours with the large centre stripes responding well to Daco strong 

softener and some encouragement from the hairdryer. Before clearing the decals I added carbon decals to the 

windscreen cowl, rear quarter panels, front veins and slats on the front wings.  
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Decaling underway – main livery 

stripes goes on first. Alignment was 

done using callipers. 

Second stage – small sponsor logos now 

go on using references as a guide. 

Final stage – adding carbon decals to the 

various grills, aero aides and panels. 

Decals took about 5 hours work in total. 

So, decals on – give it a wash in soapy water, allowed it to dry and clear it.  Simple.  So where did it go wrong? 

Well, after drying, I blasted the shell with a hairdryer, set the body on a can to act as a holder and sprayed 

away. All was well until I went to the back and suddenly there was small water droplets on the clear…..what 

the….!! 

I can assume there was some moisture still hidden in the rear vents as the front was fine….A temporary hot 

sweat (thinking I’d buggered it up) was followed with some careful wicking off of the water using some tissue 

and then I realise that the airflow had pushed the water onto the body….what a numpty. 

I decided to carry on and shot another three coats of clear, set the body aside to dry (aided by a new can of 

Lechler hardener) and prayed.  By some miracle I’d got away with it and the traces of droplets that left ringlets 

in the clear were all but gone. Phew! Two days later and I wet sanded the clear with 2400 grit Micromesh and 

polished it with Mr Hobby 600 and 3000 grade liquid polishes.  More next time. 

 

The body with completed decals and polished clearcoat. The clear helps to make the 

decals ‘pop’ adding vibrancy to the overall paint scheme. 

 Despite some issues while spraying it’s turned out very well. Some panel line detail was 

lost by the front door gap which will be painted in later. Next task is to paint in some 

satin black areas.  
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USS NIMITZ BUILD  
BY RICHARD STEWART  

FLIGHT DECK 

Once I glued the 3 separate parts of the flight deck together I mixed up some old car red glazing putty which I 

had left over from another of my ship builds. This apart from the colour looks and smells the same as the stuff 

we are all used to but comes in an enormous tube and as it was starting to go off I decided to give what was 

left a new lease of life. I decanted this into a jar and added some Mr Color thinner. I then left it for a few days 

mixing occasionally to make my own ‘home brewed’ filler. This was of a thinner constancy than the ‘tubed 

stuff’ by not as runny as Mr Surfacer. 

I then applied this to every pad eye on the deck and elevators. I also painted out all the recessed deck 

markings. This surprisingly did not take too long and the shrinkage was not too bad either which meant little 

refilling after sanding. 

  

Don’t worry it isn’t contagious! Good thing for DIY tools to sand all this down! 

The sanding part was quite a messy affair as I was using my DIY sanding mouse and by the time I had finished 

my garage resembled the aftermath of an apocalypse in RED!   

  

Deck now ready for drilling 
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PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE! 

Now this did take a while and by the end I was getting low on 0.6 mm drill bits! I had to stop occasionally as my 

drill was getting rather hot! The good thing about using red filler is the area to drill was very obvious.  

 
Slowly, slowly catchy Monkey! 

PAINTING 

Once all the deck was cleaned of plastic debris a coat of Halfords primer was applied ready for a couple of 

coats of WEM US Navy Modern flight deck grey (MC05). (Glad I bought enough of this before WEM went 

under!). Once fully dry then a coat of future to give a gloss finish. 

PAINTING PAD EYES. 

I’ve been thinking about how to accomplish this for a while and initially was going to do the same thing as on 

the hanger deck. After a try, I found this far too messy and the white was too white! Almost as if the nuclear 

reactors were not the only thing radioactive on this ship! I also tried water soluble white putty with the same 

results. 

While in the bathroom cleaning my hands after another failed attempt to get this right I spotted a tube of 

toothpaste. Hummm I thought….so I did, and the result was good. The toothpaste is a little opaque which 

when it sits in the recess is a lighter colour and application is much more straight-forward. The only issue is 

once I ‘massaged’ this into the deck it left a waxy residue which I had to clean off with some soapy warm water 

and applying sparingly with a cloth. 

  

Too messey and ‘white’ Pad eyes with fluoride!  
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After another coat of future to seal the deck and it will be ready for the decals. Although for a change I may 

start wiring up the lights first. 

 

To be continued…. 

 

1/48 PANZER IV SCHMALTURM – IS IT FINISHED YET? 
BY RUSSELL EDEN 

1/48 PANZER IV SCHMALTURM – IS IT FINISHED YET? 

With the bulk of the panzer done it was onto the detailing. Firstly I painted the barrel panzer grey – barrels 

were usually this colour when primed as it was heat proof paint. I painted the cupola Humbrol Rust with a bit 

of added red to make it red primer – as I said I wanted to have the tank being rushed into combat. There are 

many reports of German tanks being rushed to the front lines barely finished. 

 

The rubber tyres on the hull were painted panzer grey and the exhausts were also painted red primer. The 

tools I had fitted were painted – Wooden handles, steel blades and the fire extinguisher in dark green. I added 

the front machine gun and a spare road wheel to the rear rack whilst I was doing the detailing. 
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The tracks were primed and then painted German Camo Black/Brown and given a light rub from a polishing 

stick removed some of the paint to show some fresh wear and tear. I fitted the left track but left the right one 

off for the moment – all will be explained. 

 

 

I assembled the base next – not exactly difficult – as I 

was using one of my beanie cases from Just –Bases I 

just glued some Wills cobblestones to the wooden 

base. This was primered and random cobbles were 

painted different greys. Finally I gave it all a dark 

wash and a light grey/white drybrush. 
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Now all needed was a figure. I decided to use my last remaining Cast48 panzer crewman. He, by chance is 

carrying a tool box. I gave him the grumpy looking head as he probably isn’t looking forward to the task ahead 

– finishing the panzer! 

I base coated him in Vallejo Field Grey which is quite green (pic 1). For a change I gave him a dark green wash 

and a light green drybrush (pic 2). I wanted him wearing the lightweight reed green uniform instead of the 

usual grey/green or black wool uniform. I then base coated the badges, shirt, leather and tool box (pic 3).  

These got a black wash and the flesh tone got a dark brown wash. (pic 4). To finish him off all the shades parts 

got detailing done with lighter colours and I painted his eyes. Finally he got a mat coat. Not bad for a mornings 

work. (pic 5) 

   

 

 

 

With all these parts done I mounted everything to the base using PVC glue and added a few spare crates, 

jerrycans and tools. 
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Job done…. 

Not a bad project. I must admit I prefer my tanks a bit 

more worn but this did make a change. I learnt a few new 

things on this one and I’m getting happier with my figure 

painting which is a good thing. Now, what to do next? 
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CLUB DIARY 2015 

2015 

March 18
th

 Club Night   

April 1
st

   

April 15
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night St George Competition  

April 12
th 

April 18
th

 

Shropshire Scale Model Show 

Poole Vikings Show  

May 6
th

 

May 20
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night:  

May 30
th

  IPMS Salisbury Show  

June 3
rd

  

June 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

July 1
st

  

July 15
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: Tamiya Competition 

  

August 5
th

 

August 19
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

August 9
th

  IPMS Avon Show 

September 2
nd

  

September 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night - BoB Competition 

September 13
th

  

September 19
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 7
th

  

October 21
st

   

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 24
th

 

Bovington Show (TBC) 

Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC) 

November 4
th

 

November 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 7
th

 / 8
th

 

November 19
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2015 

Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 

December 2
nd

  

December 16
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday February 18
th

       (8pm to 10pm) 
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FINDING US 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

 

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Paul Adams 

Russell Eden 

Richard Stewart 

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus 

expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club 

as a whole.  

Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2015 

 

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
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